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Results on sawtooth stabilization by fast particles in JET are presented. Those fast particles are produced by
Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) and 3rd harmonic deuterium Ion Cyclotron Radio-Frequency (ICRF) heating,
with a cut off energy around 2 MeV. Four sawteeth from four different discharges are compared. One of them
is a monster sawtooth of 2.5 s, during which the fast particle population and the q-profile are remarkably
stable. In two discharges, the crash is triggered by tornado modes which expel the fast particles from within
the q = 1 surface, over time scales comparable to the sawtooth period. In the other two discharges (including
the discharge exhibiting the monster sawtooth), no tornado modes occur; the crash is triggered by a fast (a
few 10 ms) occurring event, according to Porcelli’s model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sawteeth are a widely seen phenomenon exhibited by
fusion plasmas when the safety factor q drops below
1. They have been extensively studied, in conjunction
with internal kink modes, neoclassical tearing modes and
magnetic reconnection issues.1–5 It has been shown that,
under certain circumstances, sawteeth oscillations can
be stabilized by a kinetic contribution from energetic
ions.6–14 The problem of sawtooth stabilization by fast
ions is of major importance in view of the next step burn-
ing plasma experiments; the question of the optimal saw-
teeth frequency15 in plasmas with a large population of
fusion-produced alpha particles remains open.

The purpose of the present paper is to report on very
strong effect of sawtooth stabilization by fast deuterium
(D) beam ions accelerated to about 100 keV by Neutral
Beam Injection (NBI), and then to the MeV energy
range by 3rd harmonic Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating
(ICRH). Four representative sawteeth from four different
JET discharges are studied. One of them, in discharge
#86775, is a 2.5 s long monster sawtooth, during
which the fast particle population and the q-profile are
remarkably stable. According to Porcelli’s model, the
event causing the sawtooth crash occurred on a short
time scale (a few 10 ms). The stabilization of a sawtooth
by 3rd harmonic deuterium ICRH in JET was already
studied in Ref. 16, in discharge #74951. However,
in that discharge, the fast particles did not exhibit a
stable profile and the event causing the sawtooth crash

a)See the Appendix of F. Romanelli et al., Proceedings of the 25th
IAEA Fusion Energy Conference 2014, Saint Petersburg, Russia

occurred on a longer time scale (a few 100 ms).

In the present study, the efficiency of sawtooth stabi-
lization by the fast particles obtained in our experiment
is assessed within Porcelli’s model. We find that the sta-
bilization provided by fast particles is strong, in accor-
dance with the experiment. In particular, the model pre-
dicts higher stabilization in the case of discharge #86775,
which is the discharge where the monster sawtooth was
observed. We then aim at understanding the reasons
which cause the sawtooth crashes, while fast particles
provide such a strong stabilization.

II. PRESENTATION OF THE FOUR CONSIDERED JET
DISCHARGES - FRAMEWORK OF THE PRESENT
STUDY

Four sawteeth, from four different discharges (#86459,
#86762, #86774 and #86775), are considered in the
present study. Those four discharges were performed in
June and July 2014, on JET with Iter-Like Wall (ILW),17

at B0 ∼ 2.3 T, I ∼ 2 MA, R0 ∼ 3 m and a ∼ 0.9 m,
where B0 is the value of the magnetic field on the mag-
netic axis, I is the value of the toroidal plasma current,
R0 is the major radius of the magnetic axis and a is the
minor radius of the plasma.

In all four cases, deuterium Neutral Beam Injection
(NBI) and 3rd harmonic deuterium ICRH heating were
performed. The plasma was deuterium only in one dis-
charge, and deuterium - helium 3 in the three others. For
each discharge, four ICRH antennas were used with fre-
quencies between 51.4 and 51.8 MHz, bringing the NBI-
accelerated particles from the 10-100 keV range to the
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Figure 1. Soft X-rays signals for the four sawteeth studied in
the present paper. Arbitrary units on y-axis. The time slices
for which values are presented in table I are here marked with
dashed lines.

MeV range.

On Figure 1, the soft X-ray signals corresponding to
the four sawteeth are presented. The first sawtooth
occurred in discharge #86459, lasting about 0.4 s. The
second sawtooth was measured in discharge #86762,
with a duration of over 0.5 s. The third sawtooth
happened in discharge #86774 and lasted about 0.4 s.
Finally, the fourth sawtooth occurred in discharge
#86775: it was a monster sawtooth, with a duration of
over 2.4 s, which was a record long sawtooth period for
JET with ITER-like wall.

The present study is carried out in the framework of
a theoretical model developed by Porcelli in Ref. 9. Ac-
cording to this model, a sawtooth remains stable as long
as the potential energy functional δŴ = δŴMHD +δŴkin

remains positive, where the MagnetoHydroDynamic
(MHD) contribution δŴMHD usually is negative, and
therefore destabilizing, while the kinetic contribution
δŴkin can, under certain circumstances, be positive and
therefore stabilizing. The MISHKA1 code18 is used
to retrieve δŴMHD for the studied sawteeth. δŴkin

contains two parts: a part from the NBI-accelerated
particles, here called δŴNBI, and a part from the
ICRH-accelerated particles, here called δŴICRH. δŴNBI

is computed with an analytical expression, validated for
JET in Ref. 6. The computation of δŴICRH is based on
an integral formula from Ref. 9, and numerical values
are obtained with the HAGIS19 code. The distribution
of NBI-accelerated and ICRH-accelerated fast particles
is obtained from the SPOT20 code, with input from the
NEMO21 and PION22 codes, and run using the RFOF
library.23

The effect of cyclotron current drive on sawteeth stabi-
lization and destabilization has been studied in Ref. 24.
Though such effects may in general cases have a sub-
stantial impact on sawteeth, they are not expected to be
significant in our experiments as dipole ICRH was used.

Besides, three of the four studied discharges (#86762,
#86774 and #86775) contained helium 3 (He3), in a pro-
portion of 5 to 13 %. In those discharges, in addition to
3rd harmonic D heating, the ICRH may have led to some
2nd harmonic He3 heating. However, the power trans-
ferred to the plasma through 2nd harmonic He3 heating
was found25 to be much lower than through 3rd harmonic
D beam heating. For discharge #86775, in the steady-
state plasma 0.4 s after the ICRH power reached flat top,
the ICRH power absorbed by the D beam was 84 %, while
the power absorbed by He3 was 3 % only, the remaining
13 % being absorbed by electrons. The difference in the
absorbed powers can be explained as follows: the 2nd
harmonic He3 resonance layer occurs at higher magnetic
field than the 3rd harmonic D resonance, which means
that the ICRH waves first crosses the 3rd harmonic D res-
onance before reaching the 2nd harmonic He3 resonance
layer. In addition, the He3 ions were not pre-accelerated
by NBI. Therefore, the effects of fast He3 particles have
not been taken into account in the present work.

III. BULK EQUILIBRIUM RECONSTRUCTION AND
MHD EXCITATION OF INTERNAL KINK MODE

For the bulk equilibrium reconstruction, the EFIT
code has been run in conjunction with data from Mo-
tional Stark Effect (MSE) measurements. With this
method, the accuracy of the q profile is estimated26 to
be of the order of 10-15 %. To generate a straight field
line coordinate system required for MHD analysis, the
HELENA code27 has then been used. The results are
presented in table I.

The equilibrium computed by HELENA has been used
as an input to the MISHKA1 code18 to compute the
MHD growth rate of the internal kink mode for the four
sawteeth studied, at different times, with accuracy esti-
mated to be of the order of 3 %.16 This MHD growth
rate has then been converted to the MHD potential en-
ergy functional δŴMHD as described in Ref. 9:

δŴMHD = − s1

2π
γτA, (1)

where γ is the internal kink mode growth rate, s1 =
r̄1q
′(r̄1) is the magnetic shear at the q = 1 surface,

r̄1 = r1
√
κ1 is the average minor radius of the q = 1

surface, r1 is the minor radius of the q = 1 surface on
the equatorial plane, κ1 is the ellipticity of the q = 1

surface, τA =
√

1 + 2q2R0/vA =
√

3R0/vA is the Alfvén
time, R0 is the plasma major radius on the magnetic axis,
vA = B0/

√
µ0nimi is the Alfvén speed, B0 is the norm of

the magnetic field on the magnetic axis, µ0 is the vacuum
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discharge 86459 86762
t[s] 10.66 10.79 10.99 10.52 10.79 11.04
q on axis 0.96 0.93 0.87 0.97 0.88 0.85
R(q = 1) [m] 3.33 3.35 3.40 3.29 3.38 3.38
s1 0.14 0.19 0.38 0.08 0.32 0.36

δŴMHD [10−3] N/A -0.86 -1.61 N/A -2.28 -2.03

discharge 86774 86775
t[s] 9.33 9.47 9.63 10.46 11.12 11.35
q on axis 0.99 0.95 0.85 0.75 0.71 0.69
R(q = 1) [m] 3.33 3.36 3.43 3.42 3.42 3.43
s1 0.11 0.25 0.49 0.61 0.70 0.75

δŴMHD [10−3] N/A -2.11 -3.06 -4.41 -4.34 -4.37

Table I. For the four studied sawteeth, four values are pre-
sented at different time slices: q on axis, computed with HE-
LENA; the radial position of the q = 1 surface (equatorial
plane, low field side), computed with HELENA; the magnetic
shear on the q = 1 surface s1, computed with HELENA; and
the MHD potential energy functional δŴMHD, computed with
MISHKA1. The time slices here mentioned are indicated on
Figure 1 with dashed lines.

magnetic permeability, ni is the peak ion density and mi

is the average ion mass.

Table I presents the results from the MISHKA1 code
computed for the four discharges when q(0) had a value
equal to, or lower than 0.95, corresponding to a strongly
unstable kink mode.

IV. NBI CONTRIBUTION TO δŴkin

Let us recall that we have δŴkin = δŴNBI + δŴICRH.

The NBI contribution reads:6

δŴNBI =

√
2µ0

2πB2
0ε

1/2
1

[
3

2

∫ ρ1

0

ρ1/2

ρ
3/2
1

pNBIdρ− pNBI(ρ1)

]
,

where pNBI is the pressure of NBI-accelerated fast par-
ticles, and ρ1 is the normalized radial position of the
q = 1 surface. It is found in Ref. 6 that this analyti-
cal expression gives, in the case of JET NBI, very good
agreement with values obtained from numerical codes
modelling kinetic-MHD modes interactions. The radial
pressure profiles of the NBI-accelerated ions are obtained
with the code SPOT20 coupled with the NBI deposition
simulation code NEMO.21 They are assumed to be sta-
ble during the time scales of interest, since the neutral
particle injection was stable during the considered saw-
teeth, and since NBI fast particles are not expected to
be affected by the tornado modes observed in discharges
#86459 and #86762 (their energy is too low).

The results are presented on Figure 4 and discussed in
Sec. VIII. Note that the NBI contribution δŴNBI is gen-
erally small compared to the ICRH contribution δŴICRH.

V. ICRH-ACCELERATED FAST PARTICLES
DISTRIBUTION

The ICRH-accelerated ions are known to be mostly
trapped, with their banana tips being at the ICRH res-
onant layer (situated in the central region, close to the
magnetic axis in our experiments). Following Ref. 28, we
here use an extension of the classical Stix model28,29 to
high harmonics. In the central region, the radial varia-
tions of the background electron temperature and den-
sity are slow compared to the radial variations of the fast
particle density. The following ansatz for the distribution
function is thus employed:

Fk,ICRH = λA(ρ)fE(E)δ(Λ− Λ0), (2)

where λ is a normalization factor, ρ = r/ā is the nor-
malized minor radius coordinate, r is the minor radius
coordinate, ā = a

√
κa is the average minor radius of the

plasma, a is the minor radius of the plasma measured
on the equatorial plane, κa is the ellipticity of the
plasma at r = a, Λ = µkB0/E is the pitch coordinate,
E = 1/2mkv

2 is the kinetic energy, mk is the mass of the
fast particles, µk = mkv

2
⊥/2B is the magnetic moment,

v⊥ is the norm of the perpendicular velocity, v is the
total norm of the velocity, and B is the norm of the
magnetic field.

Λ0 is the value of the pitch on the ICRH resonance
layer. In the four discharges, the magnetic field was
chosen to ensure that the resonance layer would be
situated close to the magnetic axis: consequently Λ0 is
close to 1.0 in the four discharges. We have Λ0 = 1.04
in discharge #86459, Λ0 = 1.02 in discharge #86762,
and Λ0 = 1.00 in discharges #86774 and #86775. The
influence of Λ0 on sawtooth stabilization according to
Porcelli’s model is discussed in Sec. VIII.

The ICRH-accelerated fast particle distribution is
modelled with the code SPOT20, with the use of the code
NEMO21 (for the NBI deposition), the library RFOF23

(for the interaction between the ions and the ICRF wave)
and the code PION22 (for the propagation of the ICRF
wave in the plasma). The numerical results are presented
on Figure 2, showing that a Gaussian-shape fit in the
form

A(ρ) = ραe−(ρ/ρk)2 (3)

is a good approximation. Here, ρk is the characteristic
length of the radial distribution, and α is a constant
used to ensure that the maximum of the distribution
function is reached on the resonance layer.

The TOFOR diagnostic30 has been used to measure
the energy distribution of the neutrons emitted by re-
actions with fast deuterium. From this energy distribu-
tion of the neutrons, it has been possible28,31–33 to de-
duce the energy distribution fE of the fast deuterium
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Figure 2. Radial fast ion distribution: data from SPOT (black
circles) and corresponding fits (green, solid lines) - discharges
#86459, #86762, #86774 and #86775.

discharge 86459 86762 86774 86775
Wk,ICRH [kJ] 322 252 249 615

Table II. Wk,ICRH for the studied discharges: data from
SPOT.

particles. The deduced energy distributions are shown
on Figure 3, along with analytic distributions obtained
by solving a Fokker-Planck equation derived in Ref. 29.
More details about this Fokker-Planck modeling can be
found in Ref. 28. On Figure 3, the cut-off energies in
the analytic distributions have been adjusted so that the
resulting neutron energy distribution be in agreement
with the TOFOR measurements. It can be seen that
the deuterium distributions are similar for the four stud-
ied sawteeth, with cut-off energies varying between 1.6
and 2.4 MeV.

Note that on Figures 2 and 3, the y-axis units are ar-
bitrary; what matters is the relative profile of the distri-
bution only: the normalization of the distribution func-
tions is contained in λ in expression (2), this λ being
determined below in Sec. VI.

VI. NORMALIZATION OF THE ICRH DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION

In expression (2), A and fE provide the profiles of the
fast particle distribution function, but none of those func-
tions yields the normalization of Fk,ICRH. This normal-
ization is represented by λ, a constant in space and ve-
locity which is determined in this section for each studied
discharge, using the total energy of the ICRH-accelerated

fast particles Wk,ICRH. It is necessary to determine λ for

the computation of δŴICRH (see Sec. VII). Wk,ICRH is
defined as

Wk,ICRH =

∫
dr3dv3EFk,ICRH. (4)

Taking into account expression (2) of Fk,ICRH and the
expressions of A and fE , (4) can be written, at lowest
order in the inverse aspect ratio ε = r/R0, as

Wk,ICRH =
8π2R0ā

2

m
√

2m

∫ 1

ρmin

dρ

∫ θt

−θt
dθ

∫ +∞

0

dE
λρα+1e−(ρ/ρk)

2

fE(E)E3/2

√
1− Λ0 + Λ0ε cos θ

,

where θ is the poloidal angle counted from the equatorial
plane and ρmin is the minimum value of ρ reached by fast
particles.

Defining crθ =
∫ 1

ρmin

∫ θt
−θt

ρα+1e−(ρ/ρk)2
√

1−Λ0+Λ0ε cos θ
dθdρ and

cE =
+∞∫
0

E3/2fE(E)dE, Wk,ICRH reads

Wk,ICRH =
8π2λR0ā

2crθcE
mk

√
2mk

. (5)

The numerical values of Wk,ICRH have been retrieved
from SPOT results; they are indicated in Table II. In
discharges 86459, 86762 and 86775, the ICRH power was
stable during the studied sawteeth; therefore Wk,ICRH

can be considered as stable over time. In discharge 86774,
the studied sawtooth occurred during a power ramp-up:
this ramp-up was not taken into account in SPOT, a
time-averaged power value being used instead. However,
the rationale presented in Sec. VIII is not altered by this
fact: what matters is the evolution of δŴkin in time,
which is found to increase. Taking into account the ICRH
power ramp-up in discharge 86774 would only accentuate
the increase of δŴkin over time, and would thus not bring
any significant change to the global picture.

VII. ICRH CONTRIBUTION TO δŴkin

A. Expression of δŴICRH

To compute δŴICRH, an integral expression, equation
(11) of Ref. 9, is used. This expression is valid in the fol-
lowing limit: when the parallel pressure of fast particles
is small compared to the perpendicular pressure of fast
particles, and when the internal kink mode frequency is
small compared to the banana drift frequency (condition
(2) in Ref. 9). This limit is relevant to our experiment
for the ICRH-accelerated particles, which are in the MeV
range (see TOFOR results in Sec. V).

We thus have, with SI units,
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Figure 3. Energy distribution retrieved from TOFOR measurements (circle marks with error bars) and analytic fit (full line
curve) - discharges #86459, #86762, #86774 and #86775.

δŴICRH =
πµ0ε1

2B2
p(r̄1)r̄1

(
2

mk

)3/2 ∫ r̄1

0

drr

∫ 1+ε

1−ε
dΛΛIb

IcId − I2
q

Id

∫ +∞

0

dEE3/2 ∂Fk,ICRH

∂r
, (6)

where ε1 = r̄1/R0 is the inverse aspect ratio at the q = 1
surface, Bp(r̄1) = r̄1B0/R0 is the poloidal component
of the magnetic field on the q = 1 surface, Ib = vτb

Rq ,

Ic = 〈cos θ〉b, Id = 〈cos θ〉b + s〈θ sin θ〉b, Iq = 〈cos(qθ)〉b,
〈·〉b represents the average over the bounce motion, v =√

2E/mk is the velocity of the particle, and τb is the
bounce period.

Taking into account the expression of Fk,ICRH, we have

∂Fk,ICRH

∂r
=
λ

ā

(
α

ρ
− 2ρ

ρ2
k

)
ραe−(ρ/ρk)2δ(Λ− Λ0)fE(E).

Using equation (5) to replace λ in this expression,

δŴICRH reads

δŴICRH =
µ0Wk

4πcrθār̄21B
2
0

∫ ρ1

ρmin

dρρα+1

(
α

ρ
− 2ρ

ρ2k

)
e−(ρ/ρk)

2

I(Λ0),

(7)

where I(Λ0) is defined as ΛIb
IcId−I2q

Id
evaluated at Λ =

Λ0.

B. Computation of I(Λ0) with HAGIS

The HAGIS code19 is used to compute the orbit of fast
test particles; ellipticity and Finite Orbit Width (FOW)
effects are accounted for. From those orbits, I(Λ0) is
computed numerically. The output of HELENA is used
for the safety factor and the magnetic shear radial pro-
files; those profiles are used to numerically compute the
integral over ρ in expression (7). The results are pre-
sented on Figure 4 and discussed in Sec. VIII.

VIII. PREDICTIONS OF THE MODEL: SAWTEETH
STABILIZATION

The evolutions of δŴ = δŴMHD + δŴkin are shown
on Figures 4 a) and 4 b). According to Porcelli’s the-

ory, a sawtooth crash is due to occur when δŴ becomes
negative.

In the case of discharges #86459 and #86762, the
dashed lines show the evolution of δŴ assuming ρk
(characteristic length of the ICRH fast particles radial
distribution) remains constant. This evolution is un-
likely, considering the tornado modes which occurred
during those two discharges (see Sec. IX A below). The

full lines show the probable evolution of δŴ , assuming ρk
increases during the tornado modes activity. On Figure
4 a), an increase of 0.05 of ρk has been retained, con-
sistent with the observations made in a JET discharge
exhibiting similar features (Ref. 16). In discharges
#86459 and #86762, gamma-rays signals were too low
to retrieve any useful data, and neutron cameras were
not in activity, thus prohibiting the direct experimental
observation of the fast particle radial redistribution in
discharges #86459 and #86762. Note that the situation
was different during the sawtooth analysed in Ref. 16:
discharge #74951 was performed in JET with carbon
(C) wall, thus allowing gamma-rays from D(fast) + C
nuclear reactions to be analysed. In our recent four
discharges, the metallic ITER-like wall (beryllium and
tungsten) did not give us such opportunity.

In the case of discharges #86774 and #86775, neutron
cameras34 with horizontal and vertical lines of sight
were available (see Figure 5). Thanks to the reaction
Dfast + Dth → n +3 He, a broadening of the radial
distribution of the fast deuterons during the sawteeth
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Figure 4. Evolutions of δŴ = δŴMHD + δŴkin in the case of discharges #86459 and #86762 (figure a), as well as discharges
#86774 and #86775 (figure b), as functions of time before the sawtooth crashes. For discharges #86459 and #86762, different

values of ρk have been assumed: the dashed lines show the evolution of δŴ for stationary values of ρk; the full lines show the
probable evolution of δŴ assuming ρk increases in time. For discharges #86774 and #86775, the full lines show the evolution
of δŴ taking into account the stability of ρk as indicated by the timelines from neutron cameras.

Figure 5. Lines of sight of vertical neutron cameras in JET.
The blue circles correspond to the magnetic flux surfaces com-
puted with EFIT in discharge 86775, at time t=10.96 s.

would have been observable on the neutron cameras
signals (the signals from the outer channels would have
increased while the signals from the inner channels
would have decreased, like in Ref. 16). However, in
discharges #86774 and #86775, no significant evolution

Figure 6. Time lines from neutron cameras, vertical channels
12 to 17, discharges #86774 and #86775. The dashed lines
show the times of the sawtooth crashes.

of the neutron cameras signals was observed during the
studied sawteeth (see Figure 6), which means that the
fast particles were not expelled from within the q = 1
surface. In partcular, in the case of discharge #86775,
the fast particle population was remarkably stable. This
is consistent with the fact that no tornado modes were
observed (see Sec. IX A below). Consequently, the time

evolution of δŴ has been plotted at constant ρk for
those two discharges.

It can be observed on Figure 4 b) that δŴ does not

get closer to the crash threshold (δŴ = 0) when time

goes by. On the contrary, δŴ tends to get further from
the threshold. This fact can be interpreted considering
that the fast particle distribution features (Λ0, ρk,
Wk,ICRH) remain the same, while the radial position of
the q = 1 surface increases (see table I) and q on axis
decreases. Consequently, the fast particles are found to
be contained deeper and deeper within the q = 1 surface
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as time increases, and they are more stabilizing.9,10

The evolutions of δŴ computed for discharges #86774
and #86775 show that the sawtooth crashes for those
discharges were caused by events which are fast (a few
10 ms) compared to the sawtooth characteristic period,

since no evolution of δŴ in the direction of a crash is
observed during the sawtooth.

It can be observed on Figure 4 a) that δŴ is highly
sensitive to the value of ρk: this is consistent with the
theory.9,10 In discharges #86459 and #86762, without
any increase of ρk, Porcelli’s model would not predict the
sawtooth crash, since δŴ then increases over time and
gets further from the crash threshold. On the contrary,
taking into account an increase of ρk is consistent with
the happening of the crash, in the framework of Porcelli’s
model.

The absolute values of δŴ depend strongly not
only on ρk but also on Λ0. The closer Λ0 is to 1.0,
the more stabilizing the fast particles are. This is
consistent with the fact that when Λ0 = 1.0, the fast
particles are contained deeper within the q = 1 surface
and are therefore more stabilizing. It may be difficult
to determine Λ0 with the accuracy necessary for the
computation of δŴ : the needed accuracy is of the order
of 1% for the value of B0 (magnetic field on axis), which
is not met by EFIT with MSE. However, contrary to
ρk, Λ0 is expected to remain stable over times of a few
hundreds of milliseconds, and the time evolution of δŴ
is hardly sensitive to the value retained for Λ0. This
means that even if the original error made on Λ0 is
higher than 1%, this does not affect the rationale here
exposed: what really matters is that Λ0 is stable during
the considered time scales, and that δŴ increases over
time if ρk remains constant.

It can finally be observed on Figure 4 that δŴ is much
higher in the case of discharge #86775 than in the three
other cases. This is consistent with the fact that the cor-
responding sawtooth was much longer (over 2.5 s) than

the three other studied sawteeth. This high value of δŴ
can be explained by the high value of the fast particle en-
ergy (see Table II) and by the favourable radial position
of the fast particles (Λ0 = 1 and small ρk: see Figure 2)
in the case of discharge #86775.

IX. EXPLANATION FOR THE CRASHES

A. Tornado modes

Tornado modes35,36 are observed in discharges #86459
and #86762 with Far InfraRed (FIR) interferometry
(Figures 7 and 8). Those tornado modes have an overall
duration of more than 0.2 s before the sawtooth crashes.
Tornado modes are known to be at the origin of the
expulsion of some fast particles from within the q = 1

Figure 7. Tornado modes measured with FIR interferometry
- discharge #86459.

Figure 8. Tornado modes measured with FIR interferometry
- discharge #86762.

surface, as has been observed in JT-60,35 TFTR,37 DIII-
D,38 and JET.16 In particular, the JET discharge studied
in Ref. 16 was very similar to the discharges considered
in the present study (same magnetic field on axis, same
plasma current, same 3rd harmonic D ICRH). Such ex-
pulsion of fast particles during the sawteeth means that
the stabilizing effect of the fast particles is strongly re-
duced; this can lead to the crash of the sawteeth, as ex-
posed in Ref. 16, 37, and 38. In our experiments, the
expulsion of the fast particles outside the q = 1 surface
can be modelled as the increase of ρk during the sawtooth
periods. Porcelli’s model then shows that this expulsion
of fast particles is consistent with the crashes and suffi-
cient to account for them: see Section VIII and Figure
4 a).

In the case of discharges #86774 and #86775, no tor-
nado modes were observed. One can notice that the two
discharges exhibiting tornado modes were the two with
Λ0 > 1.0, while the two-discharges with Λ0 = 1.0 did not
exhibit tornado modes.
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Figure 9. ICRH coupled power - discharges #86774 and
#86775.

Figure 10. ELMs (D alpha) - discharges #86774 and #86775.

B. ELMs - Inward propagation of a cold front

In discharges #86774 and #86775, as can be seen on
Figure 9, significant drops in the radio-frequency (RF)
coupled power are observed just before the sawtooth
crashes: a drop of 31 % in the case of discharge #86774,
and a drop of 43 % in the case of discharge #86775.
Could those power drops be at the origin of a decrease of
the stabilizing fast particle population within the q = 1
surface, thus leading to the observed crashes? The slow-
ing down time for the fast particle population can be
estimated with the Spitzer time τs:

39

τs =
3(2π)

3/2
T

3/2
e ε2

0mk

ne
√
mee4 ln Λ

, (8)

where Te is the electron temperature, ε0 the vacuum per-
mittivity constant, me is the electron mass, e the elemen-
tary Coulomb charge and ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm.

Figure 11. ELMs (D alpha) and Soft X-Rays - discharges
#86774 and #86775.

With the set of parameters corresponding to the four dis-
charges here considered, ln Λ reads:40

ln Λ = 24− ln

(√
ne
Te

)
. (9)

For discharge #86774, expression (8) yields τs = 0.6 s,
while it yields τs = 0.9 s for discharge #86775. In com-
parison, the times between the RF power drops and the
sawtooth crashes are one order of magnitude lower: it is
comprised between 0.04 and 0.08 s for discharge #86774,
while it is comprised between 0.005 and 0.04 s for dis-
charge #86775. Those intervals correspond to the time
intervals between two measurements of the RF power.

Another hypothesis is that the RF power drops have
been caused by ELM bursts, and that in addition to caus-
ing the RF power drops, those ELM bursts have also
triggered the sawtooth crashes. The measured activity
of D-alpha transition is represented on Figure 10 for dis-
charges #86774 and #86775 during the studied sawteeth.

In the case of discharge #86774, one major ELM burst
occurs at t = 9.62 s, while no other significant burst
occurs before. This burst takes place about 60 ms before
the sawtooth crash, as can be seen on Figure 11 where
D-alpha activity and soft X-ray signals are represented
together, with a focus on the crash time.

In the case of discharge #86775, two periods of ma-
jor ELM activity are recorded: one around t = 10.0 s,
which does not have any significant impact on the cou-
pled ICRH power, and one around t = 11.4 s, at the same
time as the sawtooth crash. It can be seen on Figure 11
that in the second period of ELM activity, the first burst
occurs about 40 ms before the sawtooth crash. That the
first period of ELM activity should have had no impact
on the coupled ICRH power makes it likely that the in-
tensity of ELMS was then weaker than during the second
period of activity; and this is consistent with the fact that
it should not have triggered any sawtooth crash either.
It is also consistent with the fact that during the first
period of ELM activity (t = 10.0 s), δŴMHD computed
with MISHKA1 was about twice as low as during the sec-
ond period (t = 11.4 s), thus indicating that the internal
kink mode was not as easy to be destabilized during the
first period of ELM activity as during the second period.

It has been reported in Ref. 41 that some large ELM
bursts can generate a strong perturbation δTe which
propagates inwards at a velocity of the order of a few
100 m·s−1. In the two discharges of interest, the q = 1
surface is situated quite far from the magnetic axis, at
R = 3.43 m on the equatorial plane, low field side (see ta-
ble I). Thus, the δTe perturbation can reach this surface
after travelling about 50 cm, which correspond to less
than 5 ms. This time value is lower than the time which
elapses between the first ELM burst of interest and the
sawtooth crash in both discharges #86774 (60 ms) and
#86775 (40 ms), which makes it possible for the ELM
bursts to be at the origin of the sawtooth crashes.

Figures 12 and 13 show the time evolution of the elec-
tron temperature in discharges #86774 and #86775 mea-
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Figure 12. Time evolution of the electron temperature in
discharge #86774 measured with various ECE channels, cor-
responding to various radial positions comprised between
R = 3.3 m (channel 48) and R = 3.7 m (channel 24). The
q = 1 surface corresponds approximately to channel 42.

Figure 13. Time evolution of the electron temperature in
discharge #86775 measured with various ECE channels, cor-
responding to various radial positions comprised between
R = 3.3 m (channel 48) and R = 3.7 m (channel 24). The
q = 1 surface corresponds approximately to channel 40.

sured with various ECE channels, corresponding to vari-
ous radial positions comprised between R = 3.3 m (chan-
nel 48) and R = 3.7 m (channel 24). On those two figures,
the propagation of the cold front (δTe perturbation) can
be seen and is identified with a solid line. In the case
of discharge #86775, the cold front does not appear on
figure 13 clearly enough for immediate identification; this
is why larger scale plots have been represented on Figure
14. Note that on that last figure, only the vertical scale
(corresponding to the electron temperature) has been in-
creased with respect to Figure 13, while the x-axis scale
has been kept similar to that of Figure 13.

The inwards propagating perturbation triggered by

Figure 14. Details of the time evolution of the electron tem-
perature in discharge #86775 measured by four different ECE
channels (channels 36, 40, 44 and 48), showing the propaga-
tion of the cold front to the q = 1 surface (corresponding
approximately to channel 40) and beyond (channels 44 and
48).

ELM bursts was measured in Ref. 41 on Te and is here
measured experimentally on Te as well. However other
plasma parameters are likely to be affected by the inward
propagating front, and be perturbed at the same time as
the electron temperature. The mechanism of sawtooth
destabilization by such perturbations triggered by ELM
bursts is not clear yet. Those perturbations may have an
impact on the q = 1 layer, and in particular on the mag-
netic shear s1 and the diamagnetic frequency ω∗; but this
hypothesis has not been confirmed and the exact mech-
anism remains to be determined.

X. CONCLUSION

Four sawteeth in four different JET discharges have
been analysed. The application of Porcelli’s model to
those sawteeth, with the help of the equilibrium codes
EFIT and HELENA, of the MHD code MISHKA1, of
the fast-particle codes SPOT and HAGIS has enabled
us to check that fast particles produced by NBI and 3rd
harmonic D ICRH had a strong stabilizing effect on the
internal kink mode. Despite the strong stabilization thus
gained, the four sawtooth all ended up crashing. Two
mechanisms that can explain those crashes have been ob-
served.

The first one is the exhibition of tornado modes before
the sawtooth crashes in discharges #86459 and #86762.
Tornado modes are known16,35,37,38 to expel fast particles
from within the q = 1 surface, leading to the loss of their
stabilizing effect. In such situations, fast particles are
not only the cause of the sawtooth stabilization, they are
also the cause of the sawtooth crashes, since they are at
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the origin of the tornado modes which eventually trigger
the sawtooth crashes.

The second one is an inward propagating perturbation
δTe of the electron temperature, triggered by major ELM
bursts. The inward propagation of the perturbation oc-
curs at ballistic velocities41 (∼ 160 m·s−1): the time of
the propagation from the edge of the plasma to the q = 1
surface is therefore under 5 ms in JET. This phenomenon
is believed to be at the origin of the sawtooth crashes in
discharges #86774 and #86775. An implication of this
hypothesis is that the cause for sawtooth crashes comes
from outside the q = 1 surface, and not from the very
fast particles which provide stabilization.

A limit of the present study is that the possible mech-
anism of the interaction between the cold front in dis-
charges #86774 and #86775 and the internal kink mode
has not been analysed. Further theoretical end experi-
mental analyses are required for that.
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